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SHORT
Three high quality rear view cameras designed for use in commer-
cial vehicles and motorhomes have fi nally found their way into the 
product range of the Swiss multimedia specialist ZENEC: the 
ZE-RCE3702 for the Fiat Ducato, Citroën Jumper and Peugeot 
Boxer, the ZE-RCE4606 for the Mercedes Sprinter and VW Crafter, 
and the ZE-RCE5002 compatible with the Renault Trafi c, Opel 
Vivaro, Nissan NV300 and Fiat Talento. ZENEC‘s new rear view 
cameras replace the original third brake light of the target vehicle 
offering Plug & Play connection.

LONG
Whether during reversing, parking, or turning of large and heavy 
commercial vehicles or motorhomes, it is of high importance to 
keep the area behind the vehicle in full view. Three high quality 
rear view cameras specially designed for deployment in utility 
vehicles and motorhomes are now listed in the product range of 
the Swiss multimedia specialist ZENEC: the ZE-RCE3702 for Fiat 
Ducato, Citroën Jumper and Peugeot Boxer, the ZE-RCE4606 for 
Mercedes Sprinter and VW Crafter, as well as the ZE-RCE5002 
compatible with the Renault Trafi c, Opel Vivaro, Nissan NV300 
and Fiat Talento. 
ZENEC‘s new rear view cams replace the original third brake light 
and are swiftly connected to the target vehicle with their Plug & 
Play system. Naturally the third brake light is always retained, as 

in the case of the ZE-RCE3702 an LED brake light is integrated, 
while ZE-RCE4606 and ZE-RCE5002 make use of the original 
lamps of the vehicle. 
All three models feature a high quality CCD sensor, with impressi-
vely low color noise and outstanding image quality. The high 
resolution of 752 x 494 pixels and the high light sensitivity of 
0.1 lux provide clear images even in dim light conditions. The 
automatic white balance and the automatic backlight compensa-
tion ensure high contrast images. In addition the IR LED night 
illumination system sustains a clear well illuminated view to the 
rear at night. The day/night mode switching is auto controlled by 
the LDR element. 
All three brake light cams are with 120° (diagonal) picture angle, 
while the vertical picture section can be manually optimized by 
adjusting the housing in 3 steps. The cams also feature an internal 
microphone to provide auditory support of what is going on 
behind the vehicle.
The high quality material and parts, together with the IP68 rated 
cam housing, offer perfect view also under extreme weather 
conditions in a temperature range of -20° C to +70° C.  
Vehicle installation is simple by the Plug & Play system. All cameras 
are compatible with almost every head unit or monitor that comes 
with CVBS RCA input for rear view cams, naturally also to ZENEC‘s 
multimedia navigation systems, including the vehicle-specifi c 
E>GO models.

Parking Assistants for Motorhomes: ZENEC‘s New Rear View Cams
Excellent view to the rear side – ZENEC expands its accessory product range with the addition of three brake light 
cameras for commercial vehicles, motorhomes, and transporters.
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